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Getting Started 

You should only be reading this if you are the Game Master (GM). If you’re not the GM, stop reading right now! 

This guide continues and builds upon Adventure One: The Shadowy Beings, and shouldn’t be played until after 
the completion of the first adventure. If you weren’t the GM for the first adventure, you should read the 
Adventure One Guide, Player Guide, familiarize yourself with the School/Village maps, and make sure you 
have all the necessary notes/information from the previous GM. 

Shepherd’s Crossing is loosely adapted from Basic Fantasy RPG. (http://basicfantasy.org/) The Shepherd’s 
Crossing Village and School Maps are adapted from content at Dyson’s Dodecahedron. (https://
rpgcharacters.wordpress.com/) 

2-8+ Players, 120+ Minutes, Age 8+: 
As stated in the Adventure One Guide, larger groups are possible, but the more players there are, the slower 
the gameplay will become. Build the team according to what you can manage. This game can be played by 
anyone reading age or above. A person who can’t read could play too, as long as they have lots of help. It’s 
difficult to gauge how long the adventure will take to play. It depends on the players. 

This is the second in a series of adventures that take place in the Shepherd’s Crossing School and Village. Be 
sure to read the short Player’s Update for Adventure Two before you begin. 

Before you Begin: 
Players will need to have completed and updated Character Sheets before the adventure begins. They can do 
this on their own ahead of time or as a group right before you play. If there are any first-time players, they’ll 
need to read through the entire Player Guide and fill out their Character Sheet as a level one player. Players 
can use the same Character Sheet from before, or transfer information onto a fresh one.  

Be sure to have enough Character Sheets, School and Village Guides and Maps, and Player Guides available. 
Make sure there are writing utensils, scrap paper, at least one set of dice but preferably more, and anything 
else your group might want or need (snacks, drinks etc).  

When everyone is ready to play, read the following introduction aloud, and then go from there! 
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The Adventure Begins 

Introduction:  
 During breakfast in the Main Hall, you and some others were summoned to the Alan Dorms for an 
important meeting with Professor Ruddiger. You’re sitting on a comfortable couch in the corner of the Common 
Room, surrounded by bookshelves. As Prof Ruddiger paces, rubbing his short Goblin beard between his 
thumb and forefinger, you and the other members of your party give each other confused sideways glances. 
He’s waiting for a few stragglers to leave the dorms before he tells you why you’re there. 
 Although the school year had a rocky start with the disappearance of Principal Bailey, the past few 
months have gone smoothly. Classes are running on schedule and Shepherd’s Crossing is bustling. You’ve 
been enjoying your time here immensely and are growing in knowledge and as a person. 
 As soon as the door closes and your group is alone, Prof Ruddiger spins on his heel and stares at you 
all with wide open eyes. His usually crisp professional attire is unkempt and his glasses askew. He begins to 
speak in an intense voice. 
 “Shepherd’s Crossing is in grave danger and we need your help. I need your permission to tell you 
what’s going on, because once you hear about it, the danger will become obvious and you’ll no longer be in 
blissful ignorance. Do you have the courage and fortitude to help save our beloved school and village?” Prof 
Ruddiger looks at each of you, waiting for a nod or another form of assent.  
 Once he has your approval, he continues. “We have all been cursed by a powerful spell called ‘Death 
by Cuteness.’” The moment you hear these words, you feel a heavy sensation around your neck and 
shoulders. You reach up and feel soft fur, limbs, something is wrapped tightly around your neck. 

Everyone rolls a D8 to determine what creature is slowly suffocating them. If they roll: 

 “These creatures are only visible to those who know about the curse, but they will slowly crush the 
windpipes of everyone in Shepherd’s Crossing if we don’t stop this.” Prof Ruddiger tugs at the Otter around his 
neck. “Although these creatures are adorable, I assure you that they will eventually kill us. We’ve tried 
removing them via magical powers and less savoury ways, but they’re impenetrable. And although they move 
their eyes and appear to be breathing, they’re not sentient either. We don’t know who cast this curse or why, 
and we don’t know how long we have before people start to be harmed. We’re keeping this a secret for now so 
no one panics. The only people who know are the house liaisons, Principal Bailey, Galchobhar, and the 
Peacemakers. I think Vice-Principal Leia knows something too, but we haven’t seen her in a few days.”  
 Prof Ruddiger stands up abruptly and grabs a pile of books and papers. “Since you solved the mystery 
of Principal Bailey’s disappearance, we thought we’d ask you for your help again. Please help us lift this curse 
before anyone gets hurt. I’ve got to go to the library and look something up now. Whatever you do, don’t tell 
anyone about the curse.” He stops for a moment and looks each of you in the eye before brusquely leaving the 
room. You take a deep breath and look at your team. 

Beginning the Adventure: 
This is a good time for characters to introduce or re-introduce themselves to each other.  

When the characters leave the Alan Dorms, read this aloud: 
 The Great Hall is filled with people starting preparation for a competitive chilli cook-off. As they bustle 
around, no one seems to notice that everyone has an animal encircling their necks. There are Red Pandas, 
Otters, Arctic Foxes, Wombats, Harp Seals, Leopard Cubs, Roe Fawns and Slow Lorises. One of those eight 
animals are repeated on the neck of every person in Shepherd’s Crossing. 

1 - Red Panda 5 - Harp Seal

2 - Otter 6 - Leopard Cub

3 - Arctic Fox 7 - Roe Fawn

4 - Wombat 8 - Slow Loris
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If anyone doesn’t know what these animals look like, a reference page has been provided at the end of this 
guide. 

Head to the Great Hall location (#9) for more information. From there on, characters can head wherever they 
like in Shepherd’s Crossing. You will find each location listed by number. When characters arrive at a location, 
you’ll find information about the contents and setting of the location, NPC encounters, battles, and whether 
there are any hidden items/traps etc. Feel free to move encounters/battles around, or add/delete options 
depending on how the game is feeling. 

Be sure to read this Guide to yourself before the adventure begins, especially the conclusion that begins after 
the locations. 

Notes for this Adventure: 
True animals and monsters in SC don’t have the curse animals on them, but shape-shifters still do. For 
example, if they shift into a Fish, they’ll still have a little Wombat around their fish necks. 

If characters mention the curse to anyone, that person notices the animal around their neck and starts to panic. 
Try to discourage your players from doing this, but if they do, that NPC heads to the doctor, which makes the 
doctor aware of the curse too, of course. It snowballs and makes everything more difficult.  

Unlike the last adventure, school is in session right now. Depending on what time of day it is, you’ll need to 
adjust the locations. For example, at breakfast, lunch and dinner, the Main Hall will be filled with students 
eating. At nighttime, people will be asleep in their dorms. During the day, classes will be happening. You might 
have to come up with more NPCs if players want to chat with everyone, or you could just make non-necessary 
NPCs excuse themselves “Sorry, I’m on my way to class/lunch/bed etc.” If a class is in session, you could lock 
the door to the room, and players can hear a lecture about whatever-subject through the door and suggest 
they come back later. It’s up to you. 

Every day that passes, the curse animals tighten their grip. If players take too long completing the adventure, 
their breathing becomes laboured and they get a -1 on all rolls, the penalty increasing by one every day. 

Shepherd’s Crossing School of Magic: 
(Locations listed according to number on Map.) 

1) Pathway to Shepherd’s Crossing Village 
(AKA number 25 in the Village locations) 
Description: A dirt pathway through the forest that leads to the Village. The trail is well-worn and lined with tall 
grass in front of the trees. It is sunlit by day, and dark by night. 
Hidden Item: If the characters search the tall grass by passing a Difficulty Class (DC) 8 Perception check, 
they’ll find a small box that contains an ocarina. If they continue to search the tall grass after finding the 
ocarina, they stir up Mosquitoes and are in battle 
Battle: 5 Giant Mosquitoes - about the size of a crow, they can fly, and sting with their huge stingers. AC 10. HP 
2. 1D4 sting. If they successfully sting someone, the mosquito dies. The character is left with a large itchy welt 
where they were stung. A healing spell or touch will remove the welt, or it fades after 3 days. Players must pass 
a DC 7 Dexterity check to run away, otherwise they trip and fall and have to fight or try to run away again. 
Anytime the long grass is searched (after the ocarina is found), the Mosquitoes appear again. 
  
2) The Crooked Forest 
(AKA number 24 in the Village locations) 
Description: A massive forest, filled with various types of maple, oak and pine trees. Instead of growing straight 
up, the trees all grow in crooked shapes. The forest is sunlit by day, and dark by night. The forest is eerily quiet 
and empty. The forest acts as a magical barrier between Shepherd’s Crossing and the rest of the world. If 
characters wander into the forest with the intent of trying to leave SC, the trees become thicker and thicker until 
they are impenetrable no matter what is tried. There are no encounters here. Characters can chop down a tree 
with an appropriate weapon or axe, if they pass a DC 13 Strength check. 
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Hidden Items: If the characters search around, they can find various items. Spread out the items depending on 
how long they search, whether items were found in a previous adventure, and/or what they roll on Perception 
checks.  
• Barber’s tools - a pair of scissors and a straight razor in a small box. 
• Sleepless Potion - a labelled vial containing a potion that, if drunk, gives the drinker the ability to stay awake 

for 48 hours with no negative results. 
• Golden Cat Statue - worth $200. 
• Healing Potion - a labelled vial containing the potion that, if drunk, heals up to 2 HP. 
• Food rations - one day’s worth of non-perishable food. 
• Axe - 1D6 damage (thrown or melee). 
• $16. 
Trap: If any character attempts to start a fire, or use a torch, or use a fire spell, or anything else that could start 
a forest fire, they trigger a Freezing Air Trap. It puts out the flame/spark, but also damages players. Players are 
frozen for an hour, and take 1D3 damage (that’s 1D6 divided by 2 rounded down). They can roll a DC 15 
Constitution check to unfreeze early. This trap is triggered every time fire is used in the forest. 

3) The Main Entrance 
Description: The building is a strange mixture of old and modern, with glass and metal accoutrements set 
amongst deteriorating stone and brick. The building looks like it was once a humungous featureless 
rectangular building, but now it’s covered with so many additions of various shapes and sizes, it looks like the 
cube’s insides have exploded outwards. The double doors are made of thick glass with the words Shepherd’s 
Crossing School of Magic written across them. The doors are unlocked. 

4) The Front Hall 
Description: Just inside the double entrance doors is a large empty area, and a wooden desk in the corner. The 
Hall is illuminated by lanterns since there is no electricity in Shepherd’s Crossing. (It can interfere with the 
magic.) The walls are covered with framed portraits of former students and staff. The wooden box with the 
House die is the only item on the desk. The Elf Administrator is there, crocheting a blanket. 
Encounter: The Elf’s name is Galchobhar, and they speak Common, Elvish, Goblin and Giant. They are 
extremely smart and helpful, with knowledge about all the School’s rooms and locations. Galchobhar can 
answer questions about the physical nature of a room, but not the NPC-related content. For example, they 
would know that the Fridge is cooled using magic, but not necessarily what it is stocked with. They would know 
how many desks are in a room, but not whether there’s a monster hiding under one of them. The first character 
to ask a question must roll a Charisma check. On a 0–5, Galchobhar will answer 1 question, 6–10 = 2 
questions, 11–15 = 3 questions, 16–20 = 4 questions and 21+ = 5 questions. Any character can ask these 
questions. When Galchobhar has fulfilled their question quota, they pull their blanket around them and go into 
a deep slumber for the next few hours. They can only be awoken using magical means. If the characters steal 
the House die or take anything from anywhere in the school without permission, Galchobhar won’t answer any 
more questions ever until the items are returned, or a replacement paid for. (Galchobhar will decide the amount 
owed.)  
What Galchobhar knows: They know about the curse. Vice Principal Leia hasn’t been to work the last few 
days. She was sad about the death of her Cat Carmilla, and was the one who first told the Peacekeepers 
about the curse. Galchobhar is able to let students into the Technology Lab and they know that Vice Principal 
Leia lives in the apartment building, if asked. 

5) Storage Closets 
Description: Two walk-in Closets near the Main Entrance. There are no lights in these Closets. The doors are 
unlocked and have shelving all along the circular walls. 
Here’s a list of what’s in each closet - Closet 1: 50 empty notebooks, a box full of sticks, 30 grade two math 
textbooks, boxes of pencils (around 300 in total), 10 ukuleles, boxes of chalk (around 500 chalk pieces total), 
20 chalkboard erasers, 40 individually-wrapped crystal balls. Closet 2: 3 different sized brooms, 2 dustpans, 2 
mops, 2 mop pails, 5 jugs full of vinegar, a box full of bars of soap (around 75 in total), an entire shelf full of 
toilet paper (around 1000 rolls), around 100 rolls of paper towel, a 10 meter extension ladder, 5 lanterns, 50 
candles, 20 torches. 
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6) Hidden Hallways 
Description: These Hallways appear in various locations around the School. The thick wooden doors are 
locked and have a sign that says “Staff Only”. The lock can be picked with thieves tools and a DC 15 Dexterity 
check, or broken down with an appropriate tool (axe etc) and a DC 17 Strength check. There are no lights in 
these hallways, and they are eerily quiet and empty. 

7) Bathrooms 
Description: There are various all-gender Bathrooms throughout the School. The doors are unlocked unless 
they are in use. They are lit with lanterns. Each Bathroom has a flush toilet, a sink with hot/cold running water 
and a full-length mirror on the wall.  

8) Bathrooms with Showers 
Description: These Bathrooms are the same as the other Bathrooms, except they have a shower stall as well.  

9) Great Hall 
Description: This large open space is lit by lantern chandeliers hanging from the ceiling. There are 20 long 
wooden tables that sit 10 people per table. Each table has a House logo carved into it. Each House has 4 
tables and there are also 4 tables with the general Shepherd’s Crossing logo for teachers and visitors who 
don’t belong to a House. The House Dorms, as well as the Library and Kitchen, have doors that open into the 
Great Hall. There is a bulletin board next to the doorway of each Dormitory filled with photographs, drawings 
and other items created by House members. There’s a large ‘Event Calendar’ on one wall. It reads, in large 
lettering: Chilli Cook-off Semi-Finals TODAY, Chilli Cook-off Finals TOMORROW.  
Encounter: There are teams spread out across the tables cooking chilli at little magical fire-pits, ingredients 
spread out around them.  
What the chilli competitors know: Players can visit the cooking teams, but none of them know anything 
important and are trying to focus on their chilli. Any of the teams will share chilli and ingredients (ie chilli 
powder) if asked. 

10) Library 
Description: The Library is lit by wall lanterns. There are shelves of books organized by subject and author, and 
a section with 4 large round tables with 8 chairs each. There are 6 small desks for individuals to work at, facing 
a wall. There are a number of classic library posters, with phrases like “Dinosaurs didn’t read… now they are 
extinct”, “A book a day keeps the monsters away”, and “Knowledge is power.” The posters are mounted in 
ornately carved wooden frames which contrast with the comical nature of the posters themselves. There is a 
large desk near the door where the Librarian is sitting. 
Encounter: The Librarian is a Goblin named Ler-Dern. She speaks Common, Elvish, Goblin and Giant, and can 
translate books in those languages. There are various other language dictionaries (for example, American Sign 
Language - Common) in the library players might want at some point. If a character spends two days studying 
and practicing with a  dictionary, they can learn that language and can add it to their Character Sheet. Ler-Dern 
might help characters find books, but they must roll Charisma checks as they ask for help. On a 0–5 she just 
shushes them instead of answering, on a 6–10 she answers brusquely with basic information, and with 11+ 
she’ll walk characters to the book they want and help them understand the information within (if she can). It is a 
library, so if characters cause too much of a ruckus, she’ll shush them or kick them out. 
What Ler-Dern knows: All of the curse-breaking books have been checked out by the house liaisons, but Ler-
Dern doesn’t know why. The most important book is missing though. It’s called “Breaking Complicated Curses” 
by Stemma McGee. Ler-Dern doesn’t know for sure, but she thinks she saw a Half-Giant leave with an 
unchecked-out book yesterday. She didn’t get a good look at them though. 

11) Kitchen 
Description: The Kitchen is large and lit by a hanging candle chandelier and candle wall sconces. Along one 
wall, there are two stone ovens and four metal ovens. There is a large pile of fire wood in one corner. The 
centre of the room has two rows of countertop islands, with cupboards and drawers containing all sorts of 
kitchenware: pots, pans, cutlery, serving dishes, plates, bowls, cups etc. There are two large double-sinks with 
running water. There are two chefs in the kitchen, a Half-Giant and a Human. 
Encounter: The Half-Giant is a man named Forseti (speaks Common and Giant) and the Human is a woman 
named Callie (speaks only Common). Forseti is friendly and chatty and is happy to answer questions. Callie is 
reserved and suspicious, and doesn’t answer questions. Forseti is annoyed that Callie is so reserved and 
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Callie is annoyed that Forseti is so unreserved. If a DC 8 Charisma check is passed, Forseti will offer to 
prepare some food, and Callie will help begrudgingly.  
What Forseti knows: McFeely from the daycare used to stop by for regular visits, but Forseti hasn’t seen them 
lately and is a bit worried. If the chilli cook-off is over, Forseti and Callie will give chilli powder to the characters, 
if asked. 

12, 13, 14) Fridge, Freezer, Pantry 
Description: Opening into the Kitchen is a large glass-doored Fridge and Freezer, kept cool via magical means. 
The Fridge and Freezer are well-stocked with food items to feed a large and diverse student body. There is 
also a large glass-doored Pantry filled with spices, flours, and other dry or non-perishable food items.  
Trap: If characters enter the Fridge or Freezer, they must immediately roll a D6. If they roll 1-2, the door shuts 
behind them and they are trapped inside due to negative pressure. Everyone inside must roll a DC 10 
Constitution check to see if they take damage from the intense magical cooling system. If they fail, they must 
take 1D4 damage. 

15) House of Alan Dorms 
Description: There is a sign on the wooden door that says “House of Alan Only”. The door will only open to 
members of the House of Alan, and can’t be picked open or broken down by others. (If there are no members 
among the players, they can always try knocking on the door. There only needs to be one House member for 
the whole group to be allowed inside.) Inside, there is a large Common Room with a couch and coffee table in 
one corner and a lit fireplace. One wall is covered with bookshelves with wingback chairs nearby. There is also 
an art exhibition wall featuring cubist paintings with a long wooden bench in front of it. The room is illuminated 
by lanterns.  
There are two Sleeping Rooms with entrances through the Common Room, one for children & youth, and one 
for adults. The adult section is filled with tiny individual rooms with a single bed, cupboard for pet storage and 
closet space. The children & youth section is more open concept, with bunks built into the walls, each with their 
own pet cupboard and storage space. 
Encounter: If there are no Alans in the group and players knock at the door, a Goblin named Professor 
Ruddiger will come to the door. He won’t let them inside, but will lead them to a table in the Great Hall for 
questioning. If there are Alans, the Professor is sitting in the Common Room with a small pile of papers, Social 
Studies textbooks and some curse-breaking books. Professor Ruddiger is a stuffy old academic type with thick 
glasses, brown cardigan and khakis. He’s the Social Studies Professor and the staff liaison to the House of 
Alan. He speaks Common and Goblin. Players must roll a Charisma check DC 11 to get information from him 
(Alans get +2 on this roll).  
Players start the game in this location. Prof Ruddiger leaves for a bit, but returns shortly after and can be found 
here for the remainder of the game. If players return again after leaving the first time, they’ll find Prof Ruddiger 
attempting various curse-breaking spells and techniques to no avail.  
What Prof Ruddiger knows: He knows about the curse. He can let characters into the Technology Lab and 
knows that Vice Principal Leia lives in the apartment building, if asked. 

16) House of Wren Dorms 
Description: There is a sign on the wooden door that says “House of Wren Only”. The door will only open to 
members of the House of Wren, and can’t be picked open or broken down by others. (If there are no members 
among the players, they can always try knocking on the door.) Inside, there is a large Common Room with 
couches, chairs, coffee tables and a lit fireplace. The room is illuminated by lanterns. The room is cozy and 
welcoming.  
There are two Sleeping Rooms with entrances through the Common Room, one for children & youth, and one 
for adults. The adult section is filled with tiny individual rooms with a single bed, cupboard for pet storage and 
closet space. The children & youth section is more open concept, with bunks built into the walls, each with their 
own pet cupboard and storage space. 
Encounter: If there are no Wrens in the group and players knock at the door, a Human named Ms Riker will 
come to the door. She won’t let them inside, but will lead them to a table in the Great Hall for questioning. If 
there are Wrens, she is sitting cross-legged on a couch in the Common Room with her eyes closed, meditating 
next to a stack of curse-breaking books. Ms Riker has lots of tattoos and wears a leather jacket. She’s the 
School Counsellor and the staff liaison to the House of Wren. She speaks only Common. Players must roll a 
Charisma check DC 11 to get information from her (Wrens get +2 on this roll). 
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What Ms Riker knows: Ms Riker knows about the curse and is currently attempting various curse-breaking 
spells and techniques to no avail. She can let characters into the Technology Lab and knows that Vice 
Principal Leia lives in the apartment building, if asked. 

17) House of Jean Dorms 
Description: There is a sign on the wooden door that says “House of Jean Only”. The door will only open to 
members of the House of Jean, and can’t be picked open or broken down by others. (If there are no members 
among the players, they can always try knocking on the door. There only needs to be one House member for 
the whole group to be allowed inside.) Inside, there is a large Common Room with comfy chairs, tables and a 
lit fireplace. The room is filled with all sorts of plants, and a large ant-farm and aquarium are built into the wall. 
The room is illuminated by lanterns.  
There are two Sleeping Rooms with entrances through the Common Room, one for children & youth, and one 
for adults. The adult section is filled with tiny individual rooms with a single bed, cupboard for pet storage and 
closet space. The children & youth section is more open concept, with bunks built into the walls, each with their 
own pet cupboard and storage space. 
Encounter: If there are no Jeans in the group and players knock at the door, an Elf named Dr Robot will come 
to the door. She won’t let them inside, but will lead them to a table in the Great Hall for questioning. If there are 
Jeans, she is in the Common Room organizing medical supplies - gauzes, cotton balls, tongue depressors, 
bandages, along with some curse-breaking books. Dr Robot is wearing a long white lab coat. She’s the 
Healthcare Professor and the staff liaison to the House of Jean. She speaks Common and Elvish. Players 
must roll a Charisma check DC 11 to get information from her (Jeans get +2 on this roll). 
What Dr Robot knows: Dr Robot knows about the curse and is currently attempting various curse-breaking 
spells and techniques to no avail. She can let characters into the Technology Lab and knows that Vice 
Principal Leia lives in the apartment building, if asked. 

18) House of Rae Dorms 
Description: There is a sign on the wooden door that says “House of Rae Only”. The door will only open to 
members of the House of Rae, and can’t be picked open or broken down by others. (If there are no members 
among the players, they can always try knocking on the door. There only needs to be one House member for 
the whole group to be allowed inside.) Inside, there is a large Common Room with comfy chairs, tables and a 
lit fireplace. The room is filled with all sorts of religious items: icons, statues, scrolls, etc. There is a round table 
in one corner surrounded by carved wooden chairs. The room is illuminated by lanterns.  
There are two Sleeping Rooms with entrances through the Common Room, one for children & youth, and one 
for adults. The adult section is filled with tiny individual rooms with a single bed, cupboard for pet storage and 
closet space. The children & youth section is more open concept, with bunks built into the walls, each with their 
own pet cupboard and storage space. 
Encounter: If there are no Raes in the group and players knock at the door, a Half-Giant named Reverend 
Kierkegaard will come to the door. They won’t let players inside, but will lead them to a table in the Great Hall 
for questioning. If there are Raes, the Rev’d is in the Common Room using a deck of mystical cards and curse-
breaking books. Rev’d Kierkegaard is an ordained minister, wearing a clerical collar and a black robe. They’re 
the Interfaith Chaplain and the staff liaison to the House of Rae. They speak Common and Giant. Players must 
roll a Charisma check DC 11 to get information from them (Raes get +2 on this roll). 
What Rev’d Kierkegaard knows: Rev’d Kierkegaard knows about the curse and is currently attempting various 
curse-breaking spells and techniques to no avail. They can let characters into the Technology Lab knows that 
Vice Principal Leia lives in the apartment building, if asked. 

19) Music Room 
Description: The door is unlocked, and the room is lit by lanterns. In one corner, there is a grand piano, a drum 
set, an acoustic guitar on a stand, and a standing bass on display. There is a stack of chairs in another corner, 
next to about a dozen music stands. One entire wall is made of closed cupboards. Inside these unlocked 
cupboards are other instruments - ukuleles, recorders, djembes, flutes, fiddles, xylophones, triangles, 
bodhrans, saxophones and cymbals. If players play an instrument, or open the cupboard doors, they awaken a 
Wraith and are in battle 
Battle: Wraith. A ghostly image of a dead person, in this case Beethoven. Undead. AC 12. HP 12. 1D4 touch + 
energy drain. If they successfully touch someone, the character takes damage and is too drained to take their 
next turn in the battle. Physical weapons don’t work, but magical weapons do double damage. The Wraith will 
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follow them if they try to flee. When defeated, the Wraith disappears, leaving behind a Pearl of Dexterity. 
(Whoever possesses the Pearl gets +1 to Dexterity.) 

20) Movement Studio 
Description: The door is unlocked, and the room is lit by lanterns. This room has mirrors along all the walls and 
a pile of rolled up mats in the corner. There is a large portrait of Principal Bailey above the mirrors. Beside her 
portrait is a smaller one of Galchobhar wrapped in one of their crocheted blankets, and an empty frame with a 
note in the centre that says: “Vice Principal Portrait Pending”. 
Encounter: There’s a Shadowy Being in the mirror. A DC 8 Wisdom check will make a character remember that 
the Shadowy Beings are able to attend classes through the mirrors. If someone attempts to talk to the Being, 
they will do hand gestures. A DC 8 Intelligence check will let a character realize that they’re communicating 
using sign language (ASL).  
What the Shadowy Being Knows: If anyone knows or learns sign language, this is what the Being is signing: 
“McFeely and Leia are in crisis. They could both use a friend right now.” 

21) Creativity Studio 
Description: The door is unlocked, and the room is lit by lanterns. There are six empty wooden easels and a 
wall with empty shelves. Otherwise, the room is empty. 

22) Potions and Herbology Lab 
Description: The door is unlocked, and the room is lit by lanterns. There are rows of counters with various 
beakers and bowls on them. On one of the walls, there’s a large mirror beside a herb identification chart. One 
of the walls has a large locked cupboard. If the lock is picked or the flimsy doors broken, the cupboard contains  
a variety of dried herbs and spices. It doesn’t contain anything strange or dangerous, and looks and smells 
more like a kitchen spice cabinet than a magical one.  
Important Info: There’s chilli powder in here, but if characters take it without asking, Galchobhar will be upset. 

23) Spells, Charms and Curses Classroom 
Description: The door is unlocked, and the room is lit by lanterns. The room is set up with a small raised 
platform at one end and desks facing the platform. A DC 8 Perception check reveals that two of the desks have 
tops that can be lifted, with small compartments underneath. Inside one desk is a coil of thin but strong rope. 
Inside the other is an empty notebook.   

24) Spellcasting Gym 
Description: The door is unlocked, and the room is lit by a large magical chandelier close to the ceiling. The 
floor is gymnasium-style, but instead of sports lines drawn on the floor, there are mystical symbols to aid in the 
casting of spells - a pentacle, a sacred circle, a triquetra etc. There’s a moving shimmer in one corner, and if 
players get close, they are in battle. 
Battle: Gelatinous Cube. A 6ft cube of mindless gelatinous ooze. AC 13. HP 11. 1D6 melee Slam attack + Acid 
burn 1D4 if they contact bare skin not covered with armour. Anyone who gets too close for too long will be 
Engulfed 1D8. Failed weapon attacks will cause the weapon to be engulfed as well. Engulfed characters can 
attempt a DC12 Dexterity or Strength check to pull themselves out. The Cube won’t leave the room if 
characters run away (requires a DC 5 Dexterity check). Once defeated, the Cube will melt into water, leaving 
behind any characters and weapons that were engulfed in the battle, along with a Prism Stone (orbits your 
head like a satellite and gives +1 to AC) and a labelled Mega Healing Potion (brings HP to full, or with a DC 11 
Intelligence check will bring someone back to life with 1 HP. A failed check wastes the potion.)  

25) Fountain 
Description: This Fountain is in the middle of an open area, lit by a huge hanging lantern. The Fountain has 
benches all along the edge, and the liquid within seems to glow with an otherworldly light. The liquid feels and 
smells like cool, fresh water. If someone drinks it, the player rolls a D6. If they roll:  
1 - The fountain speaks: “What is your wish?” After the player speaks their wish, they must roll a D20. 
Depending on what the wish is and their roll, the GM will decide if their wish comes true. Only one wish 
(successful or not) per player per game. A subsequent roll of 1 by a player who’s already made a wish does 
nothing. 
2 - For the next hour, the character and the cursed cuteness creature around their neck change bodies, but not 
size or brains. For example, they might turn into a large Otter with a small Human around their neck. Or a large 
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Red Panda with a tiny Elf around their neck. This effect is cumulative, each 2 rolled means another hour in this 
form. 
3 - It’s just plain cool fresh water. 
4 - Arms made of water reach out from within the fountain and pull you in. Luckily, the fountain isn’t deep, but 
water gets in your mouth and you must roll again. 
5 - The character’s tongue swells up and they’re unable to speak for the next hour. The effect isn’t cumulative if 
another 5 is rolled. 
6 - An arm appears from within the water, holding a sword. The player must roll a DC16 Intelligence check. If 
failed, the arm slowly lowers into the water and disappears. If passed, the character is able to take the sword 
before the hand lowers and disappears. It’s a special sword called Waterfury (1D10), made of wood (it floats on 
water) and lined with shark’s teeth. Only one person can take this sword, so after someone takes it, a roll of 6 
does nothing.  
Characters can continue rolling and drinking for as long as they’d like. 
Important info: Characters will need to collect water from a magical fountain in order to cast the final curse-
breaking spell. They can acquire some from here. 

26) Industrial Arts and Life Skills Lab 
Description: The door is unlocked, and the room is lit by lanterns. The room is mostly empty. There are two 
metal ovens along one wall. There’s a long work table, and a cupboard along the wall. The cupboard is empty. 
With a DC 14 Perception check, a character will notice a small trapdoor on the floor. Underneath is a small 
space with a Bird Feather Token (turns into a messenger bird when you command it to, and will carry a written 
message to the person you name, disappears after you send the message), and a labelled Healing Potion that 
heals +5 HP (can’t go above max).  

27-28) Multipurpose Rooms 
Description: The doors are unlocked, and the rooms are lit by lanterns. The rooms are completely empty. 

29) Meditation Studio 
Description: The door is unlocked, and the room is lit by lanterns. There is a pile of cushions and mats in a 
corner, and there are plants throughout the room. Wispy material is draped from the ceiling and there is a table 
in the corner with incense, a singing bowl, prayer beads and various gems and stones. There is a labyrinth 
shape in the wood floor. If characters walk the entire labyrinth, they feel a sense of peaceful euphoria and their 
HP goes up to maximum. They can only do this once per character per adventure. 

30) Sports Gym 
Description: The door is unlocked, and the room is lit by large chandeliers close to the ceiling. It’s a small Gym, 
with basketball hoops at either end and a wooden floor with lines drawn on it for various sports. There’s a 
climbing wall in the main space. There is a smaller offshoot area to the side with an empty stage at one end 
with the curtains open, a series of locked cabinets underneath. If characters attempt to break in to these 
cabinets with thieves tools or a DC 9 Strength check, they’ll find: 20 Hula Hoops, 15 bouncing rubber balls, 10 
basketballs, 10 baseballs, 10 rugby balls, 10 volleyballs, 10 soccer balls, 30 tennis balls, 10 tennis rackets, 10 
traffic cones, 10 badminton rackets, 20 badminton birdie/shuttlecocks and a badminton/volleyball net with 
poles.  
Encounter: If characters interact with anything in the room, a Ghost appears. The Ghost begins to repeat the 
same phrase, in a different language each time, until someone stops her. “I can speak any language. Do you 
speak this one?” Her name is Coach Topick and she’s the Gym Teacher. She is non-corporeal and is able to 
disappear and reappear anywhere she wants, within the Gym only. She demands the players run laps. Each 
player must pass a DC 6 Constitution check to complete their laps. Anyone who doesn’t pass sits down, out of 
breath, and Coach Topick blows her whistle loudly in their ear, yelling that she expects them to do better next 
time. Those who pass are congratulated and are allowed to ask her questions. She’ll also offer to referee a 
sports game for the players if they want to play (and the GM wants to do this). GM can go in-depth with the 
game, rolling skill checks for each play/move, or just roll to see which team wins, depending on the interests of 
the group. The winning team gets a gold medal each, which Coach Topick materializes out of thin air (worth 
$10). She asks characters to clean up after themselves before they leave, since a non-corporeal being can’t do 
it. 
What Coach Topick knows: Various people have been complaining about magical spells going awry lately. She 
used to see McFeely from the daycare at a Zumba class, but they haven’t been showing up lately. 
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31) Science Lab 
Description: The door is unlocked, and the room is lit by lanterns. There are 3 long rows of counters with stools 
behind them. Each counter has a sink with running water in it. The wall that the counters are facing has a 
blackboard on it, with small pieces of chalk along the bottom.  There’s a segment on the side of the board that 
says: Science Joke of the Day, with “I made a Chemistry joke … There was no reaction” written underneath.  

32) Healthcare and Healing Lab 
Description: The door is unlocked, and the room is lit by lanterns. This room is empty, with the exception of a 
series of skeleton replicas - an Elf, a Half-Giant, a Goblin, and 2 Humans. A DC 8 Perception check will reveal 
that one of the Human skeletons isn’t a replica, it’s a Mummy wrapped in tattered bandages, a rotting corpse 
underneath. If characters get too close, battle begins. 
Battle: Mummy. A humanoid creature wrapped in old bandages. Undead. AC 12. HP 6. 1D4 melee Swipe 
attack (+2 Attack Bonus). They won’t leave the room if characters run away (requires a DC 5 Dexterity check). 
There’s no loot underneath the bandages, but if players pass a DC 10 Intelligence check, they’ll think to look 
inside the skull. There’s 5 precious gems (worth $20 each) and 10 gold coins (worth $10 each) stuffed inside 
where the brain should be. There’s also a small glass bottle containing part of a brain. 

33) Technology Lab 
Description: The door is unlocked and open, and the room is lit by electrical lights. Entry to the room is blocked 
by a Banishing Spell and cannot be broken through. Much of the room can be seen through the doorway 
though. There are desks covered with various tech devices - computers, phones, televisions etc. There is a 
large sign on the wall, saying: “This is the only room with electricity in Shepherd’s Crossing. Removal of items 
from this room is not allowed. It will interfere with magical forces.”  
Important Info: Once players have the tablet from McFeely and get the help of a liaison, the Principal, the 
Groundskeeper, or Galchobhar, they can return the tablet here to make magic function normally again in SC. 
The person helping them will wave their wand and open a portal in the doorway. If the players want to go 
inside, their helper will go inside also and close the portal behind them until they leave again.  

34) Divination Classroom 
Description: The door is unlocked, and the room is dark. If the room is illuminated, or if someone can see in the 
dark, they see rows of desks, each with an unlit candle on it. There’s a wall of shelves filled with runes, tea 
cups, crystal balls, tarot cards, incense and other various divination tools. The room smells of incense and tea. 
Encounter: Principal Bailey is in this room, sitting in the dark and staring into a crystal ball. She is a middle-
aged Human woman with short black-and-grey curls who speaks Common, Elvish, Dwarvish, Giant and Yeti. 
She’s in a sort of trance that will be broken if the room is lit up. Only light will rouse her, not noise or motion. 
What Principal Bailey knows: She’s been trying to see what’s going on using the crystal ball, but there’s some 
sort of interference. She feels something electrical when she touches the ball, which isn’t normal, and thought 
she saw a rectangular light for a brief moment. She’s frustrated but she’s not giving up. Vice Principal Leia told 
her the name of the curse and then left to do more research.  Principal Bailey can let characters into the 
Technology lab, and knows that Vice Principal Leia lives in the apartment building, if asked. 

35) Storytelling Lab 
Description: The door is unlocked, and the room is lit by lanterns. There are shelves along one wall with piles 
of paper, pencils, and erasers. There are baskets filled with simple wood blocks and swathes of material in 
various colours. The floor is carpeted, and there is a pile of cushions in one corner. 

36) Maths & Sciences & Languages Classroom 
Description: The door is unlocked, and the room is lit by lanterns. There are rows of empty desks, and an 
empty chalkboard at the front of the room. 

37) Social Studies & Justice Classroom 
Description: The door is unlocked, and the room is lit by lanterns. There are rows of empty desks, and an 
empty chalkboard at the front of the room. The walls are lined with empty bulletin boards. 

38) Theory, History & Ethics of Magic Classroom 
Description: The door is unlocked, and the room is lit by lanterns. There are rows of empty desks, and an 
empty chalkboard at the front of the room. There are piles of textbooks called: “Theory, History & Ethics of 
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Magic” with three editions: Primary, Secondary and Post-Secondary. There’s also a copy of “The Hunger 
Games” by Suzanne Collins. If characters get too close, “The Hunger Games” shape-shifts, and they are in 
battle. 
Battle: Mimic. Can shape-shift into any object or its true amorphous form. AC 12. HP 17. 1D4 melee Bludgeon 
attack. Adhesive - anything that touches it sticks to it. A DC 12 Strength check will allow a character to pull a 
weapon or stuck creature off. They won’t leave the room if characters run away (requires a DC 5 Dexterity 
check). No loot. 

39) Magical Creatures and Objects Lab 
Description: The door is unlocked, and the room is lit by lanterns. There are a series of empty cages and 
aquariums along one wall. There are two round tables surrounded by chairs, and an empty carpeted area in 
one corner. The room has a slight musty farm smell. 

40) Interfaith Chapel 
Description: The door is unlocked, and the room is lit by lanterns. The walls are empty, and the ceiling is 
arched. There is a row of wooden pews down the centre of the room, with an empty wooden table and wooden 
pulpit at the front. There are stands with unlit candles down the side aisles. There is an area off to the side that 
is empty, but with a fancy rug. 

The Village of Shepherd’s Crossing: 
(Locations listed according to number on Map.) 

1) Pathway to 14 Shepherd’s Trail, Toronto 
Description: A dirt path that leads up a hill to an old shed. Entry to the shed is blocked by a Banishing Spell and 
cannot be broken through. A Peacekeeper is standing near the shed. 
Encounter: The Peacekeeper guarding the doorway to Toronto is an Elf called Officer Thrash who speaks 
Common and Elvish. They are polite enough, but don’t like to be disturbed, preferring to stand still and stare 
down the pathway. They suggest you head to the Peacekeepers Station if you have any questions or concerns 
they can’t address. 
What Officer Thrash knows: They know about the curse, but that’s about it. Their job is to keep anyone from 
leaving or entering until everything’s sorted. They did notice that the few who have entered SC since the curse 
began didn’t have curse animals. Officer Trash tried leaving and returning themself, but the animal remained 
whether in Toronto or SC. They ask you to go check on their friend Gogmagog, who wasn’t feeling well earlier. 

2) Town Hall and Mayor Mondenkind’s Home 
Town Hall Description: Two buildings are next to each other on the same property. The larger building is the 
Town Hall, which is unlocked. Inside is a large empty space with windows along the sides. There are no 
lanterns inside, so it’s dark at night. There is a small bathroom at the back and an empty coatroom, both 
unlocked.  
Mayor Mondenkind’s Home Description: The smaller building is Mayor Mondenkind’s Home. The front of her 
house is an office for her Mayoral duties, lit by lanterns, and the back is where she lives. The office is elegantly 
decorated, with wooden shelves, a wooden desk and classic busts and paintings as decoration. The back of 
her Home is protected by a Banishing Spell. 
Encounter: If someone knocks at the door, Mayor Mondenkind invites them into her office. She is a Half-Giant, 
and speaks Common and Giant.  She has a pet Rat named Sweetpea who sits on her shoulder. She speaks 
professionally and confidently. If players pass a Charisma check DC 6, she’ll give them information. If not, she 
becomes suspicious and asks them to leave because she has more important things to do than answer 
student questions. 
What Mayor Mondenkind knows: The mayor has been informed that there is a “situation” going on, and that’s 
it. She doesn’t know about the curse, but she knows that some animals have gone missing from the Sanctuary. 
The mayor knows that Vice Principal Leia lives in the apartment building, if asked. 

3) The Lost Shepherd Cemetery and Crypt 
This is a standard outdoor Cemetery with various headstones, and a stone building that contains the Crypt.  
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Cemetery Description: Amongst the headstones, the Cemetery has 4 large stone statues: a Goblin, a Human, 
a Half-Giant and an Elf. 
Battle: If anyone uses Stone Salve on the statues, they will bring them back to life. Unfortunately, they were 
turned to stone because they’re evil, and battle begins. See below for the different adversaries, depending on 
who the Stone Salve was used on. None will pursue outside of the cemetery, but they’ll be waiting if characters 
return during this adventure. 
Goblin Warrior - AC 11. HP 4. 1D4 dagger attack. Loot - dagger. 
Elf Warrior - AC 13. HP 5. 1D6 spear attack. Loot - spear. 
Half-Giant Warrior - AC 15. HP 6. 1D6 brawl (punch, slam) attack. Loot - none. 
Human Warrior - AC 12. HP 3. 1D4 club attack. Loot - club. 
Crypt Description: The Crypt is unlocked, but is unlit. A cold and scary breeze blows through, carrying the smell 
of dust and decay. There is a staircase heading downwards, but it is blocked by a Banishing Spell. The main 
floor has marble floors with a large open space in the middle. At the very centre of the open space is a circular 
marble table. The word ‘DEAD’ is carved into one side of the table and ‘NOT DEAD’ across from it. If any 
player can pass a DC 13 Wisdom or Intelligence check, they realize that if you say someone’s full name to the 
table, the words will illuminate to tell you if someone is dead or not. The walls are lined with small wooden 
doors, most labelled with someone’s name. If characters open any of these cupboards with names (via picking 
the lock or breaking it open with a DC 9 Strength check), they’ll find an urn containing ashes.  
Hidden Items: With a DC 11 Perception check, a character will notice that there are three cupboards with no 
name on them that are slightly ajar. Inside one of them is a small labelled jar of Stone Salve (brings a creature 
that’s been turned to stone back to life), inside another is a Bottle of Air (corked glass bottle that continually 
produces fresh air), and inside the third is a trap. 
Trap: The character who opens the third ajar cupboard immediately triggers a Statue Trap and turns to stone. A 
DC 7 Wisdom check will let a character know that the effect wears off after an hour. Stone Salve will revive 
them also. 
Important Info: Characters will need to collect cremation ashes in order to cast the final curse-breaking spell. 
They can acquire some from an urn here. 

4) Private Residence 
Description: This is someone’s home. There is no answer if the door is knocked upon and a Banishing Spell 
prevents characters from entering. 

5) Dr Chopov’s Healing Centre 
Waiting Room Description: A classic doctor’s office, with a waiting room in front, lit by lanterns. It can be visited 
during the day, but is closed at nighttime, with a Banishing Spell to keep nighttime intruders out. During the 
day, there is a Nurse behind a desk in the waiting room which has 8 chairs and a pile of magazines on a coffee 
table. There’s a large sign saying “We do NOT have any Resurrection Spells” on the wall.  
Patient Room Description: If characters are seeing the doctor, they’re brought down a hallway into one of four 
separate patient rooms. Each room has an exam table, a doctor’s stool, and a cupboard with a sink in it. There 
are jars of cotton-balls and tongue depressors, but also little vials of Healing Potions. If they are stolen, the 
Doctor or Nurse will demand their return or payment of $50 for each vial taken. 
Encounter:  The Nurse is a Goblin (speaks Common and Goblin), and his name is Vlad Dali. He will ask 
characters if they have an appointment, and will ask if they want to make one if they don’t. (The Doctor usually 
has open spots if anyone wants to see him, or he could be out of office. GM can decide.) Dr Chopov is also a 
Goblin (speaks Goblin fluently and broken Common), and will tend to wounds and administer Healing Potions 
(can’t bring HP higher than maximum). He can’t do anything extreme, like bring back the dead or re-grow limbs 
though. Both Vlad and Dr Chopov speak Common and Goblin, and are professional and rigid. They’re 
judgemental about wounds and other evidence that a character isn’t taking proper care of their body.  
What Vlad and Dr Chopov know: There’s been a sharp increase in injuries caused by improperly cast spells 
the past few days. They can’t tell you who because of confidentiality. 

6) Private Residence 
Description: This is someone’s home. There is no answer if the door is knocked upon and a Banishing Spell 
prevents characters from entering. 
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7) Peacekeeper’s Station and Jail 
Station Description: There is about a half-dozen Peacekeepers bustling around the station, working at their 
desks and moving in and out of the building to follow leads. There’s a desk along the front, an open space filled 
with desks behind it and two empty holding cells along the back. It is lit by large open windows and lanterns. 
Jail Description: The small Jail, with only three cells, is next to the station. It is lit by large open windows and 
lanterns. There is a Half-Giant Peacekeeper there, but they just ask anyone entering the space to head to the 
front desk. The cells are empty. 
Encounter: None of the Peacekeepers will talk, but instead direct characters to speak with the Receptionist at 
the desk, who is keen to answer questions and is generally talkative. She is a Human named Suze, who 
speaks Common, Elvish, Giant and Goblin. She strokes the Roe Fawn around her neck as she talks. 
What Suze knows: There’s an important book missing from the library. Animals went missing from the 
Sanctuary. Magic spells keep backfiring, and the whole town is under a curse. The Vice Principal was the one 
who first reported the curse to the station, and Suze believes there’s a connection between the two, but that’s 
all she’s allowed to say. 

8) Gogmagog’s Magic Hut 
Description: Gogmagog is a Half-Giant who sells potions and magical services (listed in the Village Guide). His 
shop is lit by lanterns and painted in garishly bright and clashing colours, which also seem to clash with his 
personal style. Gogmagog is wearing all-black clothing, with long dyed-black hair, dark eye make-up and black 
painted long fingernails. Gogmagog quickly slams a book shut and hides it under a chair when anyone enters 
the hut. He looks a little nauseated with a greenish pallor. Anytime anyone says his name, he lets out a gigantic 
smelly belch and gets really embarrassed and apologetic about it. He won’t look anyone in the eye and is 
clearly hiding something. 
Encounter: Gogmagog can’t actually read minds or tell the future (unbeknownst to players), but he is quite 
empathetic. If someone gets their mind read, he’ll tell them something like “you’re on a journey” or “you’re 
looking for something”. If someone gets their future told, he’ll say something like “you can achieve your goals if 
you believe in yourself” or another pithy self-help statement. If someone buys a Love Potion, Gogmagog will 
give them a speech about how it’s wrong to use a love potion and it’s not true love if the other person doesn’t 
consent. The Love Potion he sells is a really nice-smelling perfume without any magical qualities. The Luck 
Potion gives a player +1 to all rolls for an hour after it’s consumed. The Invisibility Potion makes a person 
invisible for an entire day. The Healing Potion heals HP to maximum (but not above). If a dead body is brought 
to Gogmagog, he’ll attempt to Raise the Dead. [Roll a D20, subtract the amount of days they’ve been dead 
from the total. 0–4 means the spell is unsuccessful. 5–10 brings them back but with only 1 HP. 6–15 brings 
them back with 1D4 HP. 16–20+ brings them back with their all their HP intact (can’t go above their max).] 
What Gogmagog knows: He doesn’t know about the curse and if someone tells him accidentally, he’ll panic 
and will need to be calmed down before he’ll talk more. A DC 7 Charisma check will get him to reveal that he 
tried to change his hair colour to dark purple with a spell, but instead he started burping anytime his name is 
said. He’s so embarrassed about it that he borrowed a book from the library without checking it out. Another 
DC 7 Charisma check will convince him to hand over the book.  
What the book says: “Breaking Complicated Curses” by Stemma McGee (written in Common), features a spell 
called Broken Curse Breaker, for curses borne of broken magic. 
Ingredients: 
- Chilli powder 
- Water from a magic fountain 
- Ashes from a cremation urn 
- Fur from a living animal 
- Gaghleaf (not necessary for the magic, but it helps the spell-caster) 
Instructions: 
The original spell-caster who caused the broken curse must consume a mixture of all the ingredients at once, 
chew exactly six times, and then speak these words while the mixture is still in their mouth, swallowing 
afterwards: “May the curse be broken.” 
A DC 10 Wisdom check will let a character remember that Gaghleaf is a magical herb. 

9) Animal Sanctuary and Pet Adoption 
Description: There are two buildings on the Animal Sanctuary property. The first is the home of Lou and Sue 
Bloomerkins, the Goblin twins who run the Sanctuary, and it’s protected by a Banishing Spell. The larger 
building, and the field out back, is where the animals are cared for. The building is lit by lanterns and the walls 
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are painted a soft blue with framed pictures of animals on them. There’s various habitat rooms and areas, both 
inside and outside, for all the different animals that come through the facility. Most of what they do is animal 
rehabilitation and medical care, but there is a room for Pet Companions too. Currently, the doors to all the 
rooms and habitats are open, the aquariums are empty. 
Encounter: Sue and Lou sit dejectedly behind a desk in the administration room. They speak Common, Goblin 
and about a dozen different animal languages with varied fluencies. They are both elderly with kindly lined 
faces and grey hair. Lou has a long beard and long hair pulled up into a high ponytail, and Sue has a buzzcut. 
Besides the hair, they are almost identical. They speak with soft voices and often finish each other’s 
sentences. 
What Lou and Sue know: A few days ago, all the animals they currently had in their care disappeared. The 
strange thing was that none of the doors or windows had been opened, everything was still locked. They just 
disappeared. The missing animals are a Red Panda, an Otter, an Arctic Fox, a Wombat, a Harp Seal, a 
Leopard Cub, a Roe Fawn and a Slow Loris. 

10) Lou’s Slough 
Description: A smelly green algae-filled body of water. There are cat-tails and tall grass around the outskirts. 
The water is too murky to see the bottom. If someone goes in, the water slowly gets deeper until it’s about 10 
metres deep in the centre. The bottom feels sandy and slimy. 
Battle: If characters swim in the water, they are attacked by a Shark. AC 16. HP 8. 1D6 Bite attack. While 
swimming in water above their heads, characters get -2 on their attack rolls (unless they can breathe 
underwater). The Shark can’t go on the shore, and will swim away if no one is in the water. If it’s killed, the 
body turns over and floats along the surface of the slough. No loot. 
Hidden Items: A DC 8 Perception check reveals that there’s something underneath a pile of grass along the 
shore. It’s a wooden rowboat that seats 4 comfortably, with two sets of oars. They are safe from the Shark if 
they are in the rowboat, although it might scrape along the bottom of the boat to scare them. 

11) Private Residence 
Description: This is someone’s home. There is no answer if the door is knocked upon and a Banishing Spell 
prevents characters from entering. 

12) Groundskeeper Gunnar’s Home 
Description: Gunnar is the Groundskeeper for the Village and School. His yard is lush and full of carefully 
cultivated flowers and bushes. His door has a novelty brass door knocker in the shape of a tree with the words 
“all things grow” engraved on it. If characters manage to get past the Dog and into his house, they find that his 
house is basically a greenhouse filled with all sorts of plants except for a small bedroom and bathroom. It is lit 
by lanterns. 
Encounter: Gunnar answers the door if knocked on, accompanied by the sound of a noisy barking Dog 
somewhere in the back of the house. He’s a young Human with blond hair, wearing coveralls. As long as 
characters are polite with Gunnar, he’s helpful and friendly. If characters are aggressive, Gunnar excuses 
himself and releases his Dog from the back of the house, escaping during the ensuing battle.  
Battle: Dog. AC 14. HP 27. 1D4 Bite attack. Dog can be soothed with food or calm words, causing it to stop 
fighting (as long as no one shows any more aggression to it). If someone lands a blow, the dog will flee 
afterwards, yelping sadly. No loot. 
What Gunnar knows: He doesn’t know about the curse, but he has been out looking for the animals missing 
from the Sanctuary. He’s worried about Vice Principal Leia, who has been so sad since her Cat died. He knows 
that Vice Principal Leia lives in the apartment building, and can let characters into the Technology Lab, if 
asked. 

13) All Creatures Great and Small Daycare 
Description: The daycare is closed during the night. During the day, the doors open to a small reception area 
with a desk. The building is lit by lanterns and large bright windows during the day. The reception area 
branches off in two directions, one for people and the other for pets. The people’s side has a classic children’s 
classroom with a blackboard, colourful building materials and art supplies and floor mats. The animals side is a 
clean bright room with various kennels, aquariums and cages. The building also has two separate outside 
areas. One is a children’s playground with a jungle gym, slide and swing-set. The other is a completely caged-
in area behind the building with climbing areas, perches and toys for animals. There are child and animal care 
workers tending to the kids and animals currently in their care. 
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Encounter: There’s an Elf named McFeely behind the desk, offering the services listed in the Village Guide. 
McFeely looks a bit pale and shaky today, like they haven’t slept or eaten in a while. 
What McFeely Knows: A DC 6 Charisma roll will make them burst into tears and start spilling their secrets. For 
months, they’ve been regularly visiting the Technology Lab to spend time on a social media site called Grumblr, 
where people go online to complain. They had made some friends there and wanted to be able to access the 
site at all times, so they snuck an electronic tablet in from Toronto last week. They noticed that magic hasn’t 
been working right and suspected the tablet might be the culprit. When they tried to bring the tablet back to 
Toronto yesterday, Officer Thrash wouldn’t let them through. They offer the tablet to the team, asking: “Can you 
take this away from me? I can’t be trusted.”  

14) Private Residence 
Description: This is someone’s home. There is no answer if the door is knocked upon and a Banishing Spell 
prevents characters from entering. 

15) Shady Lurkin’s Restaurant 
Description: An open sign is on the outside of the tinted windows. The inside is dim, lit by scattered lanterns. 
The restaurant is dusty, unkempt, and lined with booths. There are old landscape prints taped to the walls, 
faded and disintegrating. The “menu” is listed in the Village Guide. There are two Half-Giants huddled and 
whispering in a booth, and the server sits near the kitchen, reading a book called “Dead, Alive… Or Both”. (If 
characters manage to take a look at it, it’s a romance novel about a Zombie love triangle.) The server is 
wearing a trench-coat, sunglasses and a hat. There’s a small kitchen in the back with a shelf of old dishes and 
cast-iron cookware, a sink, and a wood stove and oven.  
Encounters: The server is a Human named Mack, who speaks with a drawl and acts really suspiciously. He 
tells characters to sit wherever they’d like. Whenever he’s asked a question, he shrugs. He’s also the cook, so 
if anyone orders anything, he disappears into the back. The food, drink, and dessert are different every time 
someone orders or visits. GM, make up whatever you’d like. If the Half-Giants are approached, they also act 
suspiciously. They are sisters named Bugsy and Punky, and they only speak Giant. The sisters don’t want to 
talk though because they’re busy, just busy.  
None of the people here know anything about what’s going on. 

16) Ye Olde General Store 
Description: The list of items for sale is in the Village Guide. It’s an old-style store with a front counter where 
items are ordered and an employee fetches it from a back room. Both the front and back room are lit by 
lanterns. The back room is protected by a Banishing Spell, so it can’t be broken into.  
Encounter: Two employees are in the store, a Human named Truman and an Elf named Dolores. Truman only 
speaks Common and Dolores speaks Common and Elvish. They are both in their late-teens and act like 
stereotypical teenagers - lots of sarcasm and slang. Players should roll a Charisma check to see if the teens 
find them cool enough to talk to. 0–5 = the teens will serve them, but not much else. 6–12 = they’ll be polite 
enough, and will answer direct questions, but won’t engage beyond that. 13–20+ = they’ll be helpful and 
interested in sharing all their gossip unprompted. 
What Truman and Dolores know: They heard that some cute animals are missing, so sad. Also, that McFeely 
at the daycare is sick or something, and Vice Principal Leia is having a major breakdown after her cat died. 
They also heard that Principal Bailey is dating a Yeti, and Mack at Shady Lurkin’s is a romance novelist. And 
that Gogmagog is a fraud. And Ms Riker had an allergic reaction to a blanket Galchobhar knitted for her, why 
do you think that is? Also, that the kitchen staff at the school are rude to Centaurs and Lal at the hotel is 
secretly in love with someone. And did you hear that the team investigating the missing animals from the 
school are also the ones who saved Principal Bailey, and they’re actually aliens from space? (They are very 
gossipy, and their gossip is a mixture of truth and lies.) 

17) Fountain 
Description: The Fountain has benches all along the edge, and the liquid within seems to glow with an 
otherworldly light. The liquid feels and smells like cool, fresh water. If someone drinks it, the player rolls a D6. If 
they roll:  
1 - The character grows demon horns and is cursed with a -1 on all ability rolls for the next hour. The effect isn’t 
cumulative if another 1 is rolled. 
2 - As soon as the liquid hits the stomach, the character feels ill, and vomits it back up. This vomity liquid joins 
the other liquid as it steps out of the Fountain. It’s a Water Elemental and the characters are in battle. AC 8. HP 
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21. 1D4 Water Smash attack. A DC 8 Dexterity check allows a character to run away. If the run away is 
successful, the Water Elemental goes back into the Fountain. Fire attacks do triple damage. Melee and ranged 
weapon attacks don’t work, nor does brawling, but magic does. If defeated, the fountain is now empty. The 
fountain will refill after an hour, but a roll of 2 does nothing for the rest of the game.  
3 - As the character leans over to drink, they notice that the water is filled with worms. They can still drink it, but 
it’s a bit wormy-chunky. This effect lasts for an hour, but isn’t cumulative if another 3 is rolled. 
4 - The character sprouts a glowing halo and is blessed with a +1 on all ability rolls for the next hour. The effect 
isn’t cumulative if another 4 is rolled. 
5 - As the player drinks, just for a moment, they hear the most beautiful music they’ve ever heard, so beautiful 
that a single tear rolls down their cheek. This only happens the first time they roll a 5, and they’ll never hear the 
music again. 
6 - It’s just plain cool fresh water. 
Unless a 2 is rolled and the Fountain is emptied, characters can continue rolling and drinking for as long as 
they’d like. 
Important Info: Characters will need to collect water from a magical fountain in order to cast the final curse-
breaking spell. They can acquire some from here. 

18) Night Vale Hotel 
Hotel Description: The door opens into the Hotel lobby, lit by lanterns. There is an Elf sitting behind a desk who 
appears to be napping. There are two couches, two love-seats, two large ferns, and a wall-size mirror in the 
immaculate lobby. The hallway that leads to the Hotel rooms is past the desk, and there are 22 rooms with 
their numbers listed on the doors. The doors are all locked and protected by Banishing Spells, but they can be 
rented by speaking to the Elf and paying the rates listed in the Village Guide. At night, pearly see-through 
kittens float through the hallways mewing softly. They can’t be interacted with and disappear if anyone gets too 
close to them. But they’re pretty cute! 
Hotel Room Description: Half the rooms have one bed and the other half have two beds. Every room has a 
bathroom with a shower, lantern wall-sconces, a large mirror on the wall, and a window. 
Encounter: The Elf is easy to wake up if they’re needed. They are named Lal and they sleepily speak Common 
and Elvish. Lal is easily bored and very tired. Lal will help characters to rent rooms, giving them keys and some 
clean towels.  
They don’t know or really care about what’s going on in the town. 

19) The Ol’ Waterhole 
Description: The water is fresh and clear, with a rope hanging from a large tree for swinging on, and a dock in 
the middle. There’s a small sandy beach. It’s a lovely place to swim. The water is about 3 metres deep in the 
middle, and has a soft, sandy bottom. 

20) The Gobblin’ Goblins Cafe and Grill 
Cafe Description: The Menu is in the Village Guide. The doors are open and the Cafe is lit by lanterns. It’s a 
small diner-style space with framed posters of famous and glamorous Goblins on the walls. There’s a row of 
booths and an open section of tables and chairs. The Cafe is empty of customers. There’s a small kitchen in 
the back behind a swinging door.  
Tree Description: Directly behind the Cafe are two large trees. Up high in the trees is a tight rope connecting 
the two. A DC 12 Strength check will let a character climb a tree, and a DC 15 Dexterity will allow them to cross 
the tightrope. If they fail and fall, they’ll need to roll 1D4 for damage, unless someone catches them or softens 
the fall. 
Encounter: The Cafe is run by a Goblin couple named Orion and Dipper. They speak fluent Goblin and broken 
Common. Orion is the Chef, and he gets excited when someone orders food/drink, especially if they bring their 
own meat. Dipper is the Server, and he likes to tell bad jokes. (‘What’s brown and sticky? A stick.’ ‘What did the 
plate say to the bowl? Dinner is on me.’ ‘When you look for something, why is it always in the last place you 
look? Because when you find it, you stop looking.’ etc etc etc.) If someone speaks to them in Goblin, they will 
buy carcasses from characters for $5 each, or trade for a free meal.  
They don’t know about anything that’s going on right now. 

21) Home Suite Home Apartments 
Description: A three-storey Apartment Building with a button for each apartment, numbered 1–36, beside the 
locked front door. Many of the apartments are listed as ‘available’, and one of the buttons is labelled as 
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‘Manager - press if you have inquiries’. Number 16 is labelled as ‘Fantastico’. If any of the buttons are pressed, 
characters can hear a distant bell-ringing, but no one answers, except for #16. The building can’t be broken 
into due to a Banishing Spell, but an occupant can let people in. 
There is an elevator just inside the front entrance with a short hallway leading to the right and the left. There’s 
a sign saying 1–6 with an arrow pointing left and 7–12 with an arrow pointing right. The hallway smells a bit 
dank with faded rose carpet and stained off-white walls. Beside the elevator is a doorway leading to a concrete 
stairway that smells of smoke and dust. The other two floors are almost identical. Apartment numbers 13–24 
are on the second floor and 25–36 are on the top floor. With the exception of #16, no one answers their doors 
and they can’t be broken into due to Banishing Spells. 
Encounter: If characters buzz #16 from outside, the door will unlock for a moment for characters to enter the 
building. If they knock on the door to 16, Leia Fantastico will answer. She’s a Dwarf with long black hair 
wearing blue sweatpants and a pink shirt, who speaks Common, Dwarvish, Elvish and Giant. She’s clearly 
been crying because there’s smeared mascara running down her cheeks. Around her neck isn’t one of the 
eight curse animals, but a grey Cat.  
She’ll invite characters into her apartment, which is a quaintly decorated one-bedroom. Her living room has 
books and spell supplies strewn around which she’ll gather up so everyone has a place to sit down. She asks if 
anyone wants some Earl Grey tea, either hot or iced and will disappear into the kitchen to prepare if anyone 
wants. Once she’s served and settled in, she’s pretty open with information, if emotionally fragile. Tears flow 
down her cheeks when she talks about her cat. 
What Leia Fantastico knows: Her Cat Carmilla died, probably of old age, in the middle of the night a few days 
ago. Distraught, she tried a healing spell on Carmilla in case she was still hanging on to life. For some reason, 
the Cat’s body disappeared, but re-appeared around her neck. Confused, Leia went to the Peacekeepers for 
help, and noticed that they all had animals around their necks as well, though they didn’t seem to notice. 
During a dramatic scene at the station, Leia loudly mentioned the neck animals and everyone saw them at 
once and went into a panic.  
Leia was able to find a report from many years ago in the library where someone cursed an enemy with a spell 
called ‘Death by Cuteness’. Both the cursed individual and the curser are deceased so there’s no one to ask 
about how to break the spell. She reported this to the Principal and then returned home to try to break it, but 
magic doesn’t seem to be working properly. 
If players have realized they need Leia to cast the counter-curse and ask, she’ll agree right away. She’ll go with 
them while they collect ingredients, or will perform the spell right then. If the team didn’t purchase gaghleaf, 
she won’t be able to perform the spell because she’ll just barf. If they try to cast the spell before returning the 
electronic tablet to the Technology Lab, the spell won’t work AND all the curse-animals will squeeze tighter and 
will be wearing little bowties. Leia will exclaim “See! Magic isn’t working right. I wonder why!” If the team has 
returned the tablet, and has all the ingredients, performing the spell triggers the end of the game. 

22) MegaMart (abandoned) 
Description: The door is locked, and there is no lighting inside. It can be broken into with thieves tools and a 
DC 9 Dexterity check or a DC 13 Strength check. Inside, it’s just an extremely dusty large open space. A DC 9 
Perception check will reveal a dusty old flask underneath some cobwebs in a corner. The flask is labelled Float 
Potion, whoever drinks it can float up to 2 metres off the ground for an hour.  

23) Herb’s Herbs Grocery Store 
Description: The list of items for sale is in the Village Guide. The Grocery Store is small and lit by lanterns. 
There are shelves lining the walls filled with groceries, and an open space in the middle with a small counter. 
The seasonal magical herbs available are Gaghleaf, a plant that makes anything taste delicious, effect lasts for 
one day ($5/dose), and Thick Stick, which can be crushed and brewed with hot water to make a drink that 
thickens the skin, giving the character +1 to armour class for a day ($5/small bag, enough for one drink). This 
information is listed on a chalkboard on the wall. The other, larger building on the property is Herb’s home and 
greenhouse, protected by a Banishing Spell. 
Encounter: Herb is an Elf, standing next to the counter waiting to help customers. He speaks Common, Elvish 
and Yeti. He speaks with a mysterious twinkle in his eye and serves the characters politely as customers. He 
likes to hint when asked questions, but not answer directly. 
What Herb knows: McFeely at the daycare hasn’t been in to buy their groceries in a while. 
Important Info: Gaghleaf is a suggested ingredient in the final curse-breaking spell, and can be purchased from 
here. 
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24) The Crooked Forest 
(AKA number 2 in the School locations) 
Description: A massive forest, filled with various types of maple, oak and pine trees. Instead of growing straight 
up, the trees all grow in crooked shapes. The forest is sunlit by day, and dark by night. The forest is eerily quiet 
and empty. The forest acts as a magical barrier between Shepherd’s Crossing and the rest of the world. If 
characters wander into the forest with the intent of trying to leave SC, the trees become thicker and thicker until 
they are impenetrable no matter what is tried. There are no encounters here. Characters can chop down a tree 
with an appropriate weapon or axe, if they pass a DC 13 Strength check. 
Hidden Items: If the characters search around, they can find various items. Spread out the items depending on 
how long they search, whether items were found in a previous adventure, and/or what they roll on Perception 
checks.  
• Barber’s tools - a pair of scissors and a straight razor in a small box. 
• Sleepless Potion - a labelled vial containing a potion that, if drunk, gives the drinker the ability to stay awake 

for 48 hours with no negative results. 
• Golden Cat Statue - worth $200. 
• Healing Potion - a labelled vial containing the potion that, if drunk, heals up to 2 HP. 
• Food rations - one day’s worth of non-perishable food. 
• Axe - 1D6 damage (thrown or melee). 
• $16. 
Trap: If any character attempts to start a fire, or use a torch, or use a fire spell, or anything else that could start 
a forest fire, they trigger a Freezing Air Trap. It puts out the flame/spark, but also damages players. Players are 
frozen for an hour, and take 1D3 damage (that’s 1D6 divided by 2 rounded down). They can roll a DC 15 
Constitution check to unfreeze early. This trap is triggered every time fire is used in the forest. 

25) Pathway to Shepherd’s Crossing School of Magic 
(AKA number 1 in the School locations) 
Description: A dirt pathway through the forest that leads to the Village. The trail is well-worn and lined with tall 
grass in front of the trees. It is sunlit by day, and dark by night. 
Hidden Item: If the characters search the tall grass by passing a DC 8 Perception check, they’ll find a small box 
that contains an ocarina. If they continue to search the tall grass after finding the ocarina, they stir up 
Mosquitoes and are in battle 
Battle: 5 Giant Mosquitoes - about the size of a crow, they can fly, and sting with their huge stingers. AC 10. HP 
2. 1D4 sting. If they successfully sting someone, the mosquito dies. The character is left with a large itchy welt 
where they were stung. A healing spell or touch will remove the welt, or it fades after 3 days. Players must pass 
a DC 7 Dexterity check to run away, otherwise they trip and fall and have to fight or try to run away again. 
Anytime the long grass is searched (after the ocarina is found), the Mosquitoes appear again. 

The Adventure Concludes  
List of Events/Information to be Gleaned: 
Vice Principal Leia performed an ill-advised spell in order to heal her deceased cat, Carmilla. When she did, 
her Cat appeared around her neck, but it was soulless and smothering. She reported the curse to the 
Peacemakers and then headed to the library to research. 
When she found out the name of the curse, she reported it to the Principal, and then returned to her apartment 
for more research.  

The Animal Sanctuary had eight animals staying with them, but they disappeared one night and no one can 
find them. They are the eight animals that have appeared around people’s necks. 

McFeely has been hiding an electronic tablet at the Daycare. They’ve become addicted to a social media site 
called Grumblr for people who like to complain. McFeely’s unauthorized electronic device is what caused 
Leia’s and others spells to go wrong.  

The book “Breaking Complicated Curses” by master Sorcerer Stemma McGee is missing from the library, and 
it’s needed to break the curse.  
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Gogmagog stole the book from the library, because he also had a spell backfire. He intends to return it after he 
breaks his own curse, but he was too embarrassed to check out the book regularly. His spell was supposed to 
change his hair colour, but instead it makes him burp loudly whenever someone says his name.  

Ending the Adventure: 
The players need to do or discover four things before the game can end: 
1) They need to find out about McFeely’s hidden tablet and return it to the Technology Lab. 
2) They need to find the “Breaking Complicated Curses” book at Gogmagog’s hut. 
3) They need to find Vice Principal Leia and get her help with breaking the curse. 
4) They need to get all the ingredients and perform the spell. 

Broken Curse Breaker 
Ingredients: 
- Chilli powder 
- Water from a magic fountain 
- Ashes from a cremation urn 
- Fur from a living animal 
- Gaghleaf (not necessary for the magic, but it helps the spell-caster) 
Instructions: 
The original spell-caster who caused the broken words must consume a mixture of all the ingredients at once, 
chew exactly six times, and then speak these words while the mixture is still in their mouth, swallowing 
afterwards: “May the curse be broken.”  

Once Leia performs this spell, the neck animals disappear. If characters are in Leia’s apartment, her cat’s body 
appears on a table and she grabs it and says she needs to go bury it. If they’re not in her apartment, she says 
she needs to go check on Carmilla’s body. As soon as Leia is gone, everything begins to shake and a monster 
appears out of nowhere! It’s the final battle. 
Battle: Giant Messed-Up Spider. About the size of a Horse, each of the Spider’s legs is made of one of the 
eight neck animals and it has huge venomous fangs. Magical. AC 16. HP 18. 1D4 bite from one of the legs. 
1D6 Spider bite. 1D8 magical choke hold, automatically successful unless blocked magically, can only be used 
once per battle. It’s impossible to run away. If anyone tries, the Spider magically extends a leg and pulls them 
back. Disappears once it’s killed. No loot.  

As soon as the battle is complete, Principal Bailey, Mayor Mondenkind and Gogmagog appear. Gogmagog 
revives anyone who didn’t make it through the battle. The Principal and Mayor thank you for saving Shepherd’s 
Crossing and give you golden medals (worth $125). 

Stay tuned for the next adventure, where players will need to explore a dungeon, and fight a dragon! Classic! 

Until Next Time: 
This concludes Adventure Two of the Shepherd’s Crossing Role-Playing Game. Be sure to make a note of all 
the information needed to transfer into the next adventure, and remind players to make sure their Character 
Sheets contain all the items, money etc they’ve collected throughout the game. Everyone who completed this 
adventure goes up a level, and should complete the steps under Levelling Up.  

Levelling Up 
When a player completes an adventure, they level up. They should follow the steps below before playing the 
next adventure, making the changes on the Character Sheet. 
If you have a player who didn’t complete the entire adventure, you have a few options. You could: assign a 
partial level to them (so they’re at level 1.5 for example) and they can add other partial levels in the future, give 
them the entire level but don’t give them all the levelling up benefits (maybe they don’t get to roll the hit die 
again or they don’t get the bonus listed below), or give them all the benefits if the other players don’t mind.  

• Add +1 to their level. 
• Roll the hit die for their species and add the total to their hit points. For example, if they’re a Human with 4 

HP, roll a D6 again. If they roll a 2, add it to their original 4 for a new HP of 6. 
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• Add +1 to their attack bonus. 
• At their discretion, add +1 to their Strength, Intelligence, Wisdom, Dexterity, Constitution, Charisma, 

Perception or Initiative. 
• Characters can cast their spells once per day per level, so the amount of spells that can be cast is increased. 
• Each type of magical status gains a new spell or ability for completing this adventure, listed below: 
Sorcerer (Spell) - Haste (two actions instead of one during a battle) 
Cleric (Spell) - Deflect (enemies get -1 on attack rolls for duration of battle) 
Shape-Shifter (Ability) - Ride Animal (the ability to expertly ride horses or other large rideable animals) 
Layperson (Ability) - Flexible (+1 to Dexterity) 
• If they lost their pet companion, they may submit an application to Lou and Sue at the Animal Sanctuary. This 

costs $100, but at the beginning of the next game, they may roll a D8 in order to gain a new one. 
• They may purchase any additional gear (listed in the Gear for Purchase section of the Player Guide or in the 

Ye Old General Store Product List in the Village Guide). In addition, they can sell anything they don’t want 
back to the store for half of its original value, which is a good idea for items they don’t want or need so they 
don’t get weighed down. 

• They also have the option of leaving any items they don’t want to carry in their personal storage 
compartment in their dorms. They should make a note of what was left behind, and remember they don’t 
have these items on them. 

• Players at level three can wield a normal wand instead of the simple. It’s much prettier than the simple one, 
and at level three it allows them to roll a DC 15 Wisdom check. If they pass, they can increase any of their 
abilities by +1 before the game starts.  

http://biseenscene.com/
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